What is Gluco-Share?

Gluco-Share is a social media application and mobile device monitoring service for persons living with diabetes and the individuals who care about them.

More than just an app, Gluco-Share is a tight community built around the principles of trust, accountability, and support among the family and friends affected by diabetes.

Through these three principles, the app’s cornerstone features of “check” “share” “reward” are implemented in novel ways to motivate all participants to attain their individual health challenges, particularly as it pertains to the frequency of checking one’s blood glucose value.
The foundation of the Gluco-Share concept is based on three simple principles: Check – Share - Reward.

**CHECK**
(advocates frequency & consistency)

**SHARE**
(advocates social interaction, notifications, & support)

**REWARD**
(creates a redeemable point system)
Checking Glucose Values is not about the numbers – it is about the frequency.

So Gluco-Share sets goals and challenges based on certain times of day to encourage, motivate, and support sticking to a regimen.
SHARE

(Promotes Social Interaction, Assists with Reminders and Alerts, and Supports the Need for Support, Encouragement, and Acknowledgement)

When entering Glucose Values, notifications and information can be instantly shared with friends and family who are involved in supporting the user in attaining their goals.

And the user is in complete control of who gets to see their information and exactly what they see.

The goal is to engage support, communication, and remind the user that “You are NOT alone. We are in this together.”
Without rewards, there is no strong motivation.

So Gluco-Share recognizes achievements in personal goals with reward points based on levels of completion, frequency, and timeliness.

Points based on challenges quickly add up to points that can be used for games, redeemed for rewards, and bartered with other members for an additional show of support.
CHALLENGES

Choose the challenge.

Are you a night owl?

Do you check your levels at Lunch?

Do you prefer to check when you rise and shine?

The user sets the challenges and lets Gluco-Share help them stick to them and accomplish their goals.
NOTIFICATIONS, ALERTS, and CHATS for SUPPORT

In-app Chatting, that enhances the support model and gives even more social interaction.

Peace of mind with reminders, alerts, and notifications.
To protect under-aged children, Gluco-Share puts the parent in complete control of options, permissions, and safeguards.

There is even a section that allows parents to completely monitor any child’s activities, permissions, chats, and interactions with their friends.
Enhanced Features – Facebook Integration

Login via registered Email account

Login via Facebook account

App version that works on Facebook keeping the user on their Facebook account allowing another avenue for users to easily access Gluco-Share
Partnered with TELCARE

TEL C A R E

GLUCO-SHARE
CHECK • SHARE • REWARD

www.Gluco-Share.org
Telcare & Gluco-Share
Direct Input of BG Numbers Using Telcare’s Meter

Information from Telcare’s meter goes right into Gluco-Share’s app!

Using Telcare’s meter accuracy is assured and there is no need to do double entries. Just test your Blood Glucose - and let the meter and the app do all the rest!
Tangible Rewards (not badges)

Redeem Your Medallions

Turn Your Readings Into Rewards!
You currently have 0 Medallions that you can redeem. Sorry but you will need at least 1 or more Medallions. There is nothing you can redeem at this time. In order to collect Medallions that can be redeemed for rewards, be sure you have set up a Weekly Challenge and then try to get a perfect week of Green Check Marks. Each perfect week will give you Medallions. Click on the link below to find out how.

Keep trying! You deserve to be Rewarded!

Reward Medallions

Click the image above to access the Electronic Arts game section for game codes to enhance some of EA’s hottest games!

Click the image above to redeem your Medallions for an online gift certificate for King’s Stores. They have over 800 value priced products available!
Exciting reward choices for younger demographics!

Click here to see all the great FREE games available at Origin and Electronic Arts.

With great games from some of the world’s best video game publishers, and exclusive content and deals you can’t get anywhere else, Origin is your ultimate gaming service. Use your Origin ID to find your friends, see the games they play, and invite them into the game you’re playing. Discover New Games - browse an ever-expanding selection of over 500 games—from Electronic Arts and more than 70 partners—that spans every genre. With a wide selection of free-to-play games, downloadable demos, and popular online games, there’s something for everyone on Origin.
Online Retail Store Merchandise (for adult demographics)

Reward Medallions
Gluco Points: 4827
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Redeem Medallions for King's

Welcome

King's Stores offers a diverse selection of items from Toys, Sporting Goods, Arts & Crafts Supplies, Housewares, Furniture, and much, much more. Your Medallions can be redeemed for a Gift Certificate that can be used at their online store. Anything that King's sells online is available to you - and will be shipped right to your door!

Click here for a look at King's Online Store and see all the great things available.
Gluco-Share expands the conversation effortlessly!

Gluco-Share allows users to effortlessly create private ONE-TO-ONE and ONE-TO-MANY conversations, whether it’s a public broadcast, private group, or special interest blog.